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Theorem (Simpson)
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Earlier proofs by Simpson and Nerode-Shore used
interpretations of first order arithmetic by initial segments and
Spector’s exact pair theorem to interpret set quantifiers.
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Proof

The reals interpreted using parameters arithmetic in O and
above O contains an element which is not arithmetic.
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Theorem (Slaman and Woodin)
I

The Bi-interpretability Conjecture is true relative to
parameters.

I

It is equivalent to

I

D’s being rigid.

It implies that a relation is definable in D iff it is
induced by a degree-invariant relation definable in
second order arithmetic.
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The Bi-interpretability Conjecture is still open. However, some
of its consequences are theorems.
Theorem (Shore and Slaman)
The Turing jump is definable in

D.

Recently, Shore has given a localized proof of the definability of
the jump.
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Examples of admissible ordinals:
I
I
I

!
!1 , !2 , . . . , !! , . . . any cardinal
!1CK , the supremum of the recursive ordinals

-Recursion Theory (Sacks)
Let

L

be fixed and consider definability within

L

.

Definition
I

I

I



An -reduction is a 1 (in parameters) subset
consisting of quadruples P; N; P  ; N  .

(

For A and B contained in ,
disjoint P and N in L ,

)

 of L

(A) = B iff for every

(P  B & N \ B = ;) ()
9(P ; N )[P   A & N  \ A = ; & (P; N; P ; N ) 2 ]
A  B iff there is an -reduction  such that (A) = B .
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Why?
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in the standard setting.
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In the absence of a solution to the minimal degree problem,
interpreting structures using initial segments of the -degrees is
impossible. Gone are the interpretations of Lachlan, Simpson,
and Nerode-Shore. Gone, too, is the analysis of cones of
minimal covers.
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Relative to sets A such that is not 1 -admissible relative to A,
the analogies between recursive and -recursive are not helpful.
Reveal an uncountable singularity in and all the similarities
between the -degrees and the Turing degrees are gone.
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Suppose that is 1 -admissible. The theory of the
-degrees is not decidable.
Since the theory of finite structures with one binary relation is
hereditarily undecidable, it is sufficient to uniformly interpret
every such structure in the -degrees using parameters.
We modify the apparatus of the Slaman-Woodin coding
theorem for the Turing degrees.

-Recursion Theory
defining anti-chains from parameters

In both the Turing degrees and the -degrees, we define an
anti-chain A fA1 ; : : : ; An g from parameters as follows.

=

I
I

Let B be the join of A.
Find C1 and C2 such that the following conditions hold.
I

I

For all Ai 2 A, there is a G such that G 6 Ai , G  Ai + C1 ,
and G  Ai + C2 , i.e. C1 + Ai ^ C2 + Ai 6= Ai .
For all W  B , either there is an Ai 2 A such that W  Ai
or C1 + W ^ C2 + W = W .
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of a regular and hyper-regular set Wi . That is, for all < ,
T 2 L , and L W is -admissible.
Wi
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Obtain

C1 and C2 by arithmetic forcing relative to B .

Look at the blackboard.
Explicit use of regularity replaces the original implicit use of
finiteness.
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Having adapted the forcing notion of the countable coding
theorem to , we still face the problem of exhibiting generic
sets.
Aspects of the forcing:



I

The forcing is a variation on Cohen forcing. 1 -properties
of the generic are determined by -finite conditions.

I

It is sufficient to meet a family of dense sets analogous to
those ensuring 1-genericity.

We construct the desired generic sets by means of an
implementation of the Sacks-Simpson -finite priority method.
Analysis of the forcing relation and effective approximation
replace the ! -length recursion to build generic sets.
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Is there an interpretation of the second order theory of
L within the -degrees?

Is there an automorphism of the

-degrees?
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